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Children of the World recommends Adoption Airfare to our families.  This is the 
best travel agent we have found to help with making your child’s flight plans 
when returning home. You will also want to purchase a changeable ticket with 
flight insurance!  Their contact information is: 
 
ADOPTION AIRFARE 
www.adoptionairfare.com 
Jeff Lemmonds 1-800-277-7651 
 
*You may have a travel agent that you use or one that others have recommended 
to you. Please be sure to get quotes from all of these before booking your flight.  
We want you to get the best price available. 
 
 
For India: 

 You will probably be flying one way to the city where your child is located, one way to 
New Delhi and then your return flight home from New Delhi. 

 Your child is an Indian citizen and will be flying on an Indian Passport. As you know the 
children only have one name---NO LAST NAME. 

 You will book their one-way ticket to Delhi as FNU. FNU stands for FAMILY NAME 
UNKNOWN. The same is true for the Delhi-USA flight. 

 You will need to register your trip with the American Consultant in New Delhi. 
 
For China: 

 You will likely be flying into Beijing and then taking domestic flights to your child’s city 
and later to Guangzhou, China for medical and American Consultant appointments.  

 Children of the World will make your domestic (in-China) flight arrangements.   

 You will only be responsible for making flight reservations in-to and out-of China.   

 You will be making a one-way flight reservation for your child out of China.  This 
reservation will be made in your child’s Chinese Name, to match their Chinese passport. 

 Families typically fly out of Guangzhou or return to Beijing for an additional day.  *We 
do not recommend flying out of Hong Kong. 

http://www.adoptionairfare.com/

